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Most schoolchildren dream quickly graduate from school and become a student. After all, this school
is so tired, and a completely different free life will begin at the university, where there will be no
teachers with their endless amount of homework. Learned your thoughts? Therefore, we decided to
figure it out, whether it is cool to be a student in our days and why it is so. Pink glasses with future
students
No matter how much I wanted to get rid of school teachers with endless requirements and tasks, at
the Institute, students dream that these lectures, seminars, tasks, coursework and sessions cease to
exist. The load becomes sometimes more school, and so I want to relax with friends, sleep or have
to start earning yourself and ensure yourself. And the fear of getting a debt and be deducted from
the university and hangs on top.
But you should not immediately say goodbye because of this with education. Studentials has many
advantages with which we are now and introducing you. # 1 a lot of new acquaintances
It is at the university that you find special friends who are no longer anywhere else. Yes, there is
friendship from Nity or from school, but student friendship is perceived completely differently. # 2
new cool skills
Student years teach each student, how to communicate with people, negotiate and get the right one.
Also additionally you can visit courses where you can master a new language, participate in KVN or
try yourself in some sport. # 3 discounts and benefits
Well, isn't it a pleasant bonus? If you love to travel, then take advantage of a discount from Russian
Railways to travel in coupling cars in Russia or by train.
Also, the entrance to some country museums becomes completely free of well or with a very
pleasant discount. For example, Hermitage Anyone who wants a student can visit freely, of course,
if there is an existing student ticket. More information about benefits can be found in our article. # 4
scholarship
She is also sleeved, verse or stealing. The income that the student receives fiscal places in the
university receives. Usually this amount is not very large, but its size may vary depending on your
estimates, participation in sports events and other factors. If you remember, no one paid for visiting
school. # 5 acquaintance with his fantasy
In all studies at the university, hidden talents are opened in us, thanks to which you can invent
various cribs and other ways to write off. These methods are transmitted from generation to

generation. You can already make a whole encyclopedia of ingenuity. # 6 cheerful weekends and
not only
Student life is rich in parties, regardless of the day of the week. Even if in the morning to go early on
the pair or to work. The most inventive can sleep even at study. # 7 SKS or social student card
Unfortunately, it is not available in all cities. Previously, she only gave the right of a preferential
passage. Nowadays, it gives a number of advantages: additional discounts and shares of various
stores; bank payments and translations; registration of a record for a doctor; pass to your training
building or hostel. # 8 Internship, which can be the future work
Students - a great time to try yourself at different places of work in your profession. You can get
experience during the passage of training practice, which will come in handy in the future. And if you
like the authorities, you can get their contacts or even a full-fledged workplace.
In addition, you can visit internships in other countries, for example, the exchange. You will get
valuable experience in communicating with foreign language carriers and learn to adapt in the new
team. It will become a big plus in your resume. # 9 extracurricular activity
You can find new skills when working at the Student Council of the Faculty or even university itself.
Then in the column of a resume about your skills you will be able to write: Experience in organizing
events, managing teamwork or assistance to the authorities. There are some more options for such
activities: editor of a student newspaper, participation in sports competitions, musical concerts, and
so on.
Being a student is very interesting and cool. The main thing is to be able to combine useful and
pleasant, because it is accurately useful to you in the future.
Good luck, friends!

